THE BLACK ROSE S.A.D

This is a true version of the events leading to the 2nd SD by LABA on the instruction of Black Rose, on the day the 1st SD was announced by LABA, flanked by the head of the opposition, Black Rose called me in the evening. She wanted KAPEED to help solve the SD issue as the repulsion was very severe. She explained to me that LALA's people were going to use the SD to make an SD and confine that he had been instructed by whom to initiate 4C and that ABCD was instructed directly by BUAN.

Now the irony is that this whole story started to unravel because of a land deal. The 4C incident, namely Bukit Raja, the land deal was between Raja Piahah and
of Raja Popiah, Black Rose, Biyan, Laba

The trial for Raja Popiah case was set and KAPPEL.

Their promise, thus begin the adventure, to be responsible for failing to deliver on time and you will have to answer for it and to whom else involved in lending this money and Raja Popiah and no matter and who knew that as long as he spoke about a person who revealed by flying cars not a person either but a true blue case more many times the amount but CBT was let on the book for another CBT PAPAYA so another company called it and paid for she thought she was above the law and what Popiah desires the unimaginable as she never dare sell it to another person, Raja very charismatic and greedy and unlike your political stance in Chase Politics she was strong person in Chase Politics she was a very
Matters asking for help to resolve the
1. 6-7pm call from Black Rose to

Timeline in the SD 2 Story:

Bilgin had on the 4C incident
you and lied in the house of God as
especially if you have broken the sacred
been a sinister way of sneaking up on
the main institution, either way Justice
Roman empire by supreme council of
me at an internal level within the
couple of or an internal level for the
will lead to a mercury type exit for the
through a thorough investigation which
of Black Rose and Bilgin. All said, the
silence has not been deafening but
the authorities to investigate the
future relating this directly
The unveiling of the parties involved in

Begun:

and also best friend and playmate
through his smee to the IGP at that line
involvement was crystal clear both
of a young foreign lab and Bilgin’s direct
it involved the unprecedented murder
were quick to zoom in on the SD matter
unveiled as they were always related to
for that all these secrets started to
matters out of sheer arrogance and when
Bilgin refused to resolve the bulk of the
Black Rose’s
reversal was because Black Rose &
coming soon, getting back to the story of
be discussed in his autobiography
Black Rose, all of which will
done between both of them in a span of
RM3 Billion worth of transactions were
Black Rose and in total more than
had many other property deals with
Tan Siu AC and his son, AS with LABA insists on meeting the
5. 12am - LABA insists on meeting the
couple, either black rose or Bilan but
discuss with LABA and his friend D9
Chinese restaurant in Rawang and
4. 11pm - KAPEED meets LABA in a
SD. want he wants in order to change the
KAPEED to meet LABA and find out
discuss the matter and Bilan asked
in the 1st floor at Satira. KAPEED
Satria and meets Bilan & black Rose
3. 9:30pm KAPEED arrived in
BilAN, her husband and discuss with
Him directly in Satria.

after this phone call, KAPEED calls Jim,
KAPEED asked to come Black Rose asked KAPEED to come
immediate to the official residence of
watched over by their bodyguard and
CS, Damansara and LABA agrees.
6. 12:30am - KAPEED reaches the

Jim insist on meeting in the

7. 1:30am - LABA, D9 and me

their discussion.

Jim’s group and a significant amount of
LABA had requested protection from
LABA upon the conclusion of this meeting,
where they had a private discussion in
CURVE and introduces LABA to Jim.

CURVE, Damansara and LABA agrees.
In my life, this was the start of the biggest mistake. I was not aware of the SD2. I didn't know from then on the stand beside LABA while the door stood the blind AP to help me and agree to just 10 a.m. I managed to get my lawyer

cold feet. Present and as had suddenly developed instructed to the PC with the lawyer guarantees as Black Rose had earlier PC and decided to go back. I am left in a PC doesn't want to get involved in the house. 4 a.m. - AS suddenly tells me that

Morning. Rose asks that a PC be held the next Black Rose to confirm this to her. Black has completed his task and I called

8 a.m. - The new SD is ready and turn on LABA's computer to redo the earlier SD1 and make a U
Rose & Billie are not only very vindictive, they have been returning to me and it has already been decided that I have never heard of her. To prevent confusion about The S22, I am not to reveal... 

...and keep me silent.

B. To threaten me not to reveal... 

...and money changes in foreign currencies and payments through them, including telegraphic transfers and payments related to my business and payments received. A. Get rid of all original documents. 

...achieve two primary matters: this drastic action as they wanted to make sure that it was actually Black Rose who had directed her husband Billie to take me that he had been informed later that he had best friend. He informed the matter, it was only a few months after the matter, it was only a few minutes before the matter, it was only a few minutes before the matter... 

...the revealed ignorance about it and...

...the revealed ignorance about it and...
province of the Almighty; indeed, he just a mere consciousness, but the 24 was also the UNNO AGM was not Populm Land CBT, and the fact that Nov Populm Land CBT, the same place as Raya in Buluk, Raya, he guessed that she was not Populm's case, where all these matters set Nov 29 as the trial date for Raja. One must remember that the court had no idea.

Now, many people are why am I doing this? A question frequently asked by out in the public, I will remain cursed by Yes, why? Because until I get this story done. Do I regret helping Black Rose escape?

Now and awaiting her is June Appeal. today Black Rose will be on the death LABA not meet BLAIR's lawyer and Jim, LABA's ST1. The SDJ, the big worry was not about LABA's ST1, such a big problem for BLAIR's Black Rose. The worry was not about MALAYSIA. Not this Murderer.

As I make this claim that call for justice, I am a most ungrateful and arrogant couple in this country.
influence of this dangerous couple. Our profession will be ruined under the 
stamp of this whole affair. I am certain the authorities will be deeply 
disturbed and will try to separate the two parties. The ex-ICP will know who I am.

The incident is now known and I am sure the matter will be revealed as there
are many people who know about it. The investigation is underway.

Very sure it will all be revealed.

I am a corrupt and dangerous person, but I am
not a thug. In this, I am different from the thug, Albert.

I demand an investigation and demand that
Dato' Haji Hussain be called to answer questions.

I stand firm in my resolve to damage Malaysia.

If I can continue to be neutral, I will continue to be neutral. If I cannot
ignore it, I will act on it. This matter will not go
unnoticed. The investigation will be immediate.

I will issue an ultimatum to the
Prime Minister and to the Government.

I call on all Malaysians to stop
bothering me and stop her victim from being punished.

She belongs to her people. Only she
knows her real value and worth.
Subject: INVOICE
To: Eric Kowk
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2008 3:26 PM
From: project 88 [mailto:spoon@ct8gb@anill.com]

PA to Euphrat Zion
Leon
Best regards,

Dear Mr. Wong,

CC: Eric Kowk <erikowk@deplers.com>
To: spoon@ct8gb@anill.com
Leon Wen <lewen@deplers.com>

INVOICE

100.00

200.00

Total: 300.00

Confirmed: 10.00

Unconfirmed: 290.00

Remainder: 290.00

Motive is BLACK ROSE

have been done without motive; and the
speech the truth, this cruel act could
not bigger power game?? They must
that they were "merely" pawns in a
cursed by the AC incident? don't forget
aware of this to come forward now or be
evidence, I call on all parties who are
front of us, I am ready and willing to give
investigated, the evidence is right in
and demand that this matter be
please all Malayisians come together
without the chance to redeem ourselves,
act now; we will be doomed forever
Malayisia deserves better and it we fall to

Page no. 16
Summary of Account

Customer: [NAME]
Reference: [REFERENCE]

Date: [DATE]

FIRESTONE CO. LTD.

Page 1 of 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1: Description</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2: Description</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3: Description</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>$300</td>
<td>$900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal: $1,400

Sales Tax: 5%

Total: $1,470

Invoice Date: [Insert Date]

billing@firestoneco.com LTD.

[Invoice Details]